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“ Among the fine people it has been my privilege 
to know, Chaim (Harry) and Anna Schimmel 
hold a special place. Their life has been built on 
a love of Torah, which they have learned, taught, 
supported, and in Harry’s case written brilliantly 
about. They epitomized it for our community; 
they have communicated it to everyone they 
know, and especially to their children and 
grandchildren. I always counted Harry as my 
benchmark. If he agreed with an interpretation 
I had given, I was confident I was on the right 
lines. Now that Harry and Anna have made 
aliyah to Yerushalayim Ir ha- Kodesh, I count it as 
a special delight that this curriculum project has 
been sponsored in their honor. They inspired 
me; I hope these materials inspire others. ” 

Rabbi Sacks
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Introduction
Overview: In this unit we will explore the path to God through Torah study, using texts 
that Rabbi Sacks has selected. The mitzvah of Torah study is traditionally considered equal 
to all the other mitzvot, and features prominently in Jewish philosophical frameworks 
and spiritual paradigms. Rabbi Sacks gives a socio- historical approach to Talmud Torah, 
that is the impact of the obsession with this mitzvah in particular and Jewish education 
in general, and how it has shaped the Jewish people through the ages. 

Educational aims for this Unit: 

• For students to consider the value and essence of the mitzvah of Talmud Torah 

• The role of Torah study in achieving Jewish continuity 

• For students to consider the source and meaning behind the following descriptions 
of the Jewish people:

 − People of the book
 − A nation of philosophers
 − A nation of students and teachers
 − For students to explore in depth Rabbi Sacks’ approach to secular study and “Torah 

and chochma”.

Trigger Activity: Jewish Interior Designing

Ask volunteers to draw a “Jewish Home” on the board (or smart board). You could ask 
for a different volunteer for each room of the house. It is possible that the volunteers 
will include two sinks in the kitchen, mezuzot on the doorposts, a tzedaka box, maybe 
Jewish art on the walls, and perhaps even a section left undecorated, zecher lechurban. 
It is likely that your students will place books prominently in the house. This would be 
a great trigger to hold a short discussion on why the average Jewish home has a lot of 
books. If they do not add books to their home, then ask for volunteers from the class to 
add things they think are missing from the drawing until someone thinks to add books. 
If no one does, then you will have to yourself, and ask your class if they think you are 
right to, and if they think books are an integral part of a Jewish home.  

Watch: The opening video for Unit 3

Discussion: Ask the students for their initial reactions to the video.

http://rabbisacks.org/tenpaths/educators/study/
http://rabbisacks.org/tenpaths/educators/study/
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First Reading: Read through the text from the video. Highlight each word or phrase that you 
are unsure of, whether it is the meaning of the language or the meaning of the concept.

Individual text work: Ask the students to do this next activity on their own.

Jews are the “people of the book.” Talmud Torah – studying Torah – is the 
greatest of all the commands and the secret of Jewish continuity. In the 
Shema we are commanded, “Love the Lord your God with all your heart, 
your soul, and your might.” Then almost immediately it says, “Teach these 
things repeatedly to your children, speaking of them when you sit at home 
and when you travel on the way, when you lie down and when you rise.” 
Judaism is a religion of education. 

Study is holier even than prayer, for in prayer we speak to God, but 
in study we listen to God. We strive to understand what God wants from 
us. We try to make His will ours. For the holiest thing is God’s word. The 
Torah – God’s word to our ancestors – is our constitution as a nation, 
our covenant of liberty, the code by which we decipher the mystery and 
meaning of life. 

The words of the Torah span a thousand years, from Moses to Malachi, 
the first and last of the prophets. For another thousand years, until the 
completion of the Babylonian Talmud, Jews added commentaries to the 
Book, and for yet another thousand years they wrote commentaries to 
the commentaries. Never has there been a deeper relationship between a 
people and a book. The ancient Greeks, puzzled by the phenomenon of an 
entire people dedicated to learning, called Jews “a nation of philosophers.” 
Certainly we are called on to be a nation of students and teachers. In Juda-
ism we not only learn to live; we live to learn. In study, we make Torah real 
in the mind so that we can make it actual in the world.

 

Frontal teaching: Ask for a list of words or concepts that students had trouble under-
standing. Write them on the board. Discuss them briefly to clarify their basic meaning.
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Analysis in Chavruta: Now in chavruta (pairs), take a look again at the text. Discuss and answer 
the questions on the key terms and phrases that are highlighted for you.

Chavruta text analysis: Pair up the students and ask them to read through the text once 
more, this time using the questions to guide their discussion. You may wish to ask them to 
write down their answers, or to use the questions as an oral guide to their textual analysis.

Jews are the · “people of the book.” · Talmud Torah – studying Torah – is the 
·greatest of all the commands· and the ·secret of Jewish continuity·. In the 
Shema we are commanded, “Love the Lord your God with all your heart, 
your soul, and your might.” Then almost immediately it says, “Teach these 
things repeatedly to your children, speaking of them when you sit at home 
and when you travel on the way, when you lie down and when you rise.” 
Judaism is a religion of education. 

Study is holier even than prayer, for in prayer we speak to God, but 
·in study we listen to God·. We strive to understand what God wants from 
us. We try to make His will ours. For the holiest thing is God’s word. The 
Torah – God’s word to our ancestors – is our ·constitution as a nation·, 
our ·covenant of liberty·, the ·code by which we decipher the mystery and 
·meaning of life·. 

The words of the Torah span a thousand years, from Moses to Malachi, 
the first and last of the prophets. For another thousand years, until the 
completion of the Babylonian Talmud, Jews added commentaries to the 
Book, and for yet another thousand years they wrote commentaries to 
the commentaries. Never has there been a deeper relationship between a 
people and a book. The ancient Greeks, puzzled by the phenomenon of an 
entire people dedicated to learning, called Jews · “a nation of philosophers.” · 
Certainly we are called on to be ·a nation of students and teachers·. In Juda-
ism we not only learn to live; we live to learn. In study, we make Torah real 
in the mind so that we can make it actual in the world.

 “people of the book” 

1. Have you heard this description of the Jewish people before? What does it mean to 
you?

2. Which book? Could it be more than one book or just books in general? 

3. How do you think the Jewish people earned this description? Do you think it is equally 
applicable in our generation as it was in previous generations?
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 greatest of all the commands  

1. Why do you think Rabbi Sacks describes the mitzvah of learning Torah as the “greatest 
of all the commands”?

2. What exactly is the mitzvah of learning Torah? How can we fulfill it?

3. Do you agree that it is the most important of all the mitzvot?

 secret of Jewish continuity 

1. What does “Jewish continuity” mean?

2. Why do we need to be concerned about it?

3. Why do you think Rabbi Sacks describes the mitzvah of learning Torah as the “secret of 
Jewish continuity”?

 in study we listen to God 

1. Unit 2 of this curriculum, which is about Prayer, is entitled “Talking to God,” and this 
unit, which is about learning Torah, is entitled “Listening to God.” How is learning Torah 
listening to God?

2. Which do you think is more important, talking to God or listening to God?

3. Considering the above, do you think studying Torah could be likened to receiving 
prophecy?

 constitution as a nation 

1. What is a constitution? (For reference, consider the constitution of the United States of 
America.)

2. How is the Torah the constitution of a nation?

3. What is the core message of the Torah as the constitution of the Jewish people?

 covenant of liberty 

1. What is a covenant (in Hebrew a brit/ברית)?

2. What does liberty mean? 

3. How is the Torah a “covenant of liberty”?

 code by which we decipher the mystery and meaning of life  

1. What is the meaning of life according to the Torah?

2. Why does Rabbi Sacks describe the Torah as a code to help us find the answer?

3. Does life have to have meaning? What would your life be like without meaning?
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 “a nation of philosophers” 

1.  What is a philosopher?

2. Can you give evidence to support the claim that the Jewish people are a “nation of 
philosophers”?

3. Is there a relationship between the description of the Jewish people as the “people of 
the book” and “a nation of philosophers”?

 nation of students and teachers  

1. What is more important, to be a student or to be a teacher?

2. Can you be one without the other?

3. Are you a student, a teacher, or both? Will this always be the case?

Share your analysis: Come together as a class and share your answers to the questions. Listen 
carefully to the perspectives of your classmates. Did anyone take a different approach to the 
text from you? Does their approach resonate with you?

Frontal teaching: Facilitate a class discussion on the text based on the students’ answers.
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The Torah is . . .  
Individual text work: Ask the students to do this next activity on their own. Phrases used 
to describe the Torah, and the mitzvah of learning Torah, are highlighted for you.

Analysis: Take another look at the text and highlight every time Rabbi Sacks describes the 
Torah, or the mitzvah of learning Torah. Make a list of all the descriptions of Torah that you find 
as you learn the sources in this section.

Jews are the “people of the book.” Talmud Torah – studying Torah – is ·the  
·greatest of all the commands· and ·the secret of Jewish continuity.· In the 
Shema we are commanded, “Love the Lord your God with all your heart, 
your soul, and your might.” Then almost immediately it says, “Teach these 
things repeatedly to your children, speaking of them when you sit at home 
and when you travel on the way, when you lie down and when you rise.” 
Judaism is a religion of education. 

·Study is holier even than prayer,· for in prayer we speak to God, but 
·in study we listen to God.· We strive to understand what God wants from 
us. We try to make His will ours. For the holiest thing is God’s word. The 
Torah – ·God’s word to our ancestors· – is our ·constitution as a nation·, ·our· 
 ·covenant of liberty·, ·the code by which we decipher the mystery and meaning· 
 ·of life.· 

The words of the Torah span a thousand years, from Moses to Malachi, 
the first and last of the prophets. For another thousand years, until the 
completion of the Babylonian Talmud, Jews added commentaries to the 
Book, and for yet another thousand years they wrote commentaries to 
the commentaries. Never has there been a deeper relationship between a 
people and a book. The ancient Greeks, puzzled by the phenomenon of an 
entire people dedicated to learning, called Jews “a nation of philosophers.” 
Certainly we are called on to be a nation of students and teachers. In Juda-
ism we not only learn to live; we live to learn. In study, we make Torah real 
in the mind so that we can make it actual in the world.

Chavruta text analysis: In the same chavrutot (or you could mix them up), ask the students 
to read through the texts that follow and to use the questions to guide their discussion. 
You may wish to ask them to write down their answers, or to use the questions as an oral 
guide to their textual analysis.
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Analysis in Chavruta: Now in chavruta, explore the following texts, using the questions below 
to guide you. Each time you come across another description of the Torah, add it to your list.

How I love Your law

י:: יָחִתֽ ֽ יא ׂשִ ּ֗יֹום ִה֣ ל־ַה֝ ָך ּכָָ י ֽתֹוָרֶת֑ ּתִ בְְְ ה־ָאַה֥ ָמֽ

Oh, how I love your law!
I meditate on it all day long.

י:: ִפֽ ׁש לְְ ַב֥ ָך ִמּדְְ ָרֶת֗ מְְְ י ִא֝ ִחּכִ ֣צּו לְְ֭ לְְ מְְְ ַמה־ּנִ

How sweet are your words to my taste,
sweeter than honey to my mouth!

י:: יָבִתֽ ִתֽ ֗אֹור ִלנְְְ ָך וְְ֝ ָבֶר֑ י דְְ ִל֥ ַרגְְְ ֵנֽר־לְְ

Your word is a lamp to my feet
and a light for my path.

ה:: ּמָ י ֵהֽ ֣ ֹון ִלּבִ ׂש֖ י־ׂשְְ ֽ עֹוָל֑ם ּכִ יָך לְְ וֹוֶת֣ י ֵעֽדְְ ּתִ לְְְ ָנַח֣

Your statutes are my heritage forever;
they are the joy of my heart.

ָתִיֽים:: ין ּפְְ יר ֵמִב֥ ִא֗ יָך ָי֝ ָבֶר֥ ַֽתח־ּדְְ ּפֵ

The unfolding of your words gives light;
it gives understanding to the simple.

ֶיֽה:: חְְְ ֶאֽ ם ֲהִביֵנִ֥ני וְְ עֹוָל֗ יָך לְְ֝ וֹוֶת֥ ֶצֶ֖דק ֵעֽדְְ

Your statutes are forever right;
give me understanding that I may live. 

Tehillim 119:97, 103, 105, 111, 130, 144

1. Why do you think the author of this psalm compares the Torah to honey? Is this a 
metaphor you can relate to in your experience?

2. What is a heritage? Why would a heritage bring you joy?

3. How does the Torah bring light into the world?

Fire

Rav Papa [said] in the name of Rabbi Shimon ben Lakish: The Torah that 
God gave Moshe, was given to him as a white fire engraved with black fire.

Talmud Yerushalmi, Shekalim, 6:1

1. What are the properties of fire that could also be applied to the Torah?

2. What does that black fire represent? What does the white fire represent?

3. How can the white fire (the parts of the parchment that has no letters written on it) 
also be considered fire? Can the gaps between letters and words also be meaningful?

שדוחל וכ*

צז

קג

קה

קיא

קל

קמד
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Air (Oxygen )

Pappos ben Yehuda came and found Rabbi Akiva, who was convening 
assemblies in public and engaging in Torah study. Pappos said to him: 
Akiva, are you not afraid of the empire? Rabbi Akiva answered him: I will 
relate a parable. To what can this be compared? It is like a fox walking along 
a riverbank when he sees fish gathering and fleeing from place to place. 

The fox said to them: From what are you fleeing? 
They said to him: We are fleeing from the nets that people cast upon us. 
He said to them: Do you wish to come up onto dry land, and we will 

reside together just as my ancestors resided with your ancestors? 
The fish said to him: You are the one of whom they say, he is the clev-

erest of animals? You are not clever; you are a fool. If we are afraid in the 
water, our natural habitat which gives us life, then in a habitat that causes 
our death, all the more so. 

The moral is: So too, we Jews, now that we sit and engage in Torah study, 
about which it is written: “For that is your life, and the length of your days” 
(Devarim 30:20). We fear the empire to this extent; if we proceed to sit idle 
from its study, as its abandonment is the habitat that causes our death, all 
the more so will we fear the empire.

Talmud Bavli, Berachot 61b

1. Why can’t fish live without water? What would life be like without it for the fish?

2. What does the water represent for the fish in the story? What is the message for the 
Jewish people?

3. What would life be like for the Jewish people without the Torah? What happens to Jews 
today without the Torah in their life?
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Water

It is taught in a baraita with regard to the verse: “And Moshe led Israel 
onward from the Red Sea, and they went out into the wilderness of Shur; 
and they went three days in the wilderness, and found no water” (Shemot 
15:22). Those who interpret verses metaphorically said that water here is 
referring to nothing other than Torah, as it is stated metaphorically, con-
cerning those who desire wisdom: “Ho, everyone who thirsts, come for 
water” (Yeshayahu 55:1). The baraita continues: “The verse means that since 
the Jews traveled for three days without hearing any Torah they became 
weary, and therefore the prophets among them arose and instituted for 
them that they should read from the Torah each Shabbat, and pause on 
Sunday, and read again on Monday, and pause on Tuesday and Wednesday, 
and read again on Thursday, and pause on Shabbat eve, so they would not 
tarry three days without hearing the Torah.”

Talmud Bavli, Bava Kamma 82a

1.  What does water represent to a human being?

2. How is the Torah therefore like water?

3. Can you think of any other elements of water that are also a good metaphor for the 
Torah?

Share your analysis: Join another chavruta to form a chabura. Share the lists you made of 
descriptions of the Torah. Are they the same? Which of all the descriptions of Torah most 
resonated with you? Have you heard the Torah described in any other way? Can you think of 
another way to describe the Torah?

Frontal teaching: Facilitate a class discussion on the texts based on the students’ answers.

Core idea: The Torah and its impact on our lives are central to the Jewish religious expe-
rience. There are a myriad of sources that describe the vital qualities of the Torah and 
the impact it has on our lives, and these are but a few chosen by Rabbi Sacks to explore. 
Ensure your students consider the many facets of the qualities of the Torah found in the 
metaphors and descriptions in these sources, and encourage them to relate them to 
their own lives.
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The People of the Book
Chavruta text analysis: In the same chavrutot (or you could mix them up), ask the students 
to read through Rabbi Sacks’ words again, this time focusing on the descriptions of the 
Jewish people. These are highlighted for you.

Analysis in Chavruta: Together with your chavruta, reread Rabbi Sacks’ opening words. This 
time, using a different color, highlight every time Rabbi Sacks describes the Jewish people or 
Judaism and how it has been influenced by the mitzvah of studying Torah.

Jews are ·the “people of the book.” · Talmud Torah – studying Torah – is the 
greatest of all the commands and the secret of Jewish continuity. In the 
Shema we are commanded, “Love the Lord your God with all your heart, 
your soul, and your might.” Then almost immediately it says, “Teach these 
things repeatedly to your children, speaking of them when you sit at home 
and when you travel on the way, when you lie down and when you rise.” 
· Judaism is a religion of education. ·

Study is holier even than prayer, for in prayer we speak to God, but 
in study we listen to God. We strive to understand what God wants from 
us. We try to make His will ours. For the holiest thing is God’s word. The 
Torah – God’s word to our ancestors – is our constitution as a nation, 
our covenant of liberty, the code by which we decipher the mystery and 
meaning of life. 

The words of the Torah span a thousand years, from Moses to Malachi, 
the first and last of the prophets. For another thousand years, until the 
completion of the Babylonian Talmud, Jews added commentaries to the 
Book, and for yet another thousand years they wrote commentaries to 
the commentaries. Never has there been a deeper relationship between a 
people and a book. The ancient Greeks, puzzled by the phenomenon of an 
entire people dedicated to learning, called Jews · “a nation of philosophers.” · 
Certainly we are called on to be ·a nation of students and teachers.·  In Juda-
ism we not only learn to live; we live to learn. In study, we make Torah real 
in the mind so that we can make it actual in the world.
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Analysis in Chavruta: Now let’s try to understand how the Jewish people have earned this 
reputation. We will do this through analyzing several secondary texts that explore the role of 
education and Torah learning in Jewish culture and Judaism. By the end of this section you 
should have a clearer idea of what has led to the Jewish people becoming the “People of the 
Book.” Prepare a brief presentation to be shared with the rest of your class – your thesis on what 
has led to this phenomenon. Include examples from your own life and your community.

The three crowns

With three crowns was Israel crowned – with the crown of the Torah, the 
crown of the priesthood and the crown of sovereignty. The crown of the 
priesthood was bestowed on Aaron . . . The crown of sovereignty was con-
ferred on David . . . But the crown of the Torah is for all Israel, as is it said, 

“Moshe commanded us a law, an inheritance of the congregation of Yaakov” 
(Devarim 33:4). Whoever desires it can win it. Do not suppose that the 
other two crowns are greater than the crown of the Torah for it is said, “By 
me, kings reign and princes decree justice. By me, princes rule” (Mishlei 
8:15–16). Hence you can infer that the crown of the Torah is greater than 
the other two crowns.

Rambam, Laws of Torah Study, 3:1

1. Why do you think priesthood, kingship and Torah scholarship are described as “crowns”?

2. Who has been gifted with each crown? What do these groups represent?

3. According to this source, the religious leadership of the priesthood, and the political 
leadership of the king, are less important and powerful than Torah study. If knowledge 
is power, then according to this source who has access to the ultimate power in 
Judaism?
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The world’s first universal education system

H. G. Wells noted in his Outline of History that “The Jewish religion, because it 
was a literature- sustained religion, led to the first efforts to provide elementary 
education for all children in the community.” Universal compulsory education 
did not exist in England until 1870; it existed in Israel eighteen centuries earlier. 
This Talmudic passage gives an overview of how it evolved.

May the name of Yehoshua ben Gamla be remembered for good, for were 
it not for him, the Torah would have been forgotten from Israel. For at first 
if a child had a father, his father taught him, and if he had no father he did 
not learn at all. Then they made an ordinance that teachers of children 
should be appointed in Yerushalayim. Even then, however, if a child had a 
father, the father would take him to Yerushalayim to have him taught, but 
if not, the child would not go. They then ordained that teachers should be 
appointed in every district, and boys would enter school at the age of six-
teen or seventeen. But then, if the teacher punished a child, the child would 
rebel and leave school. Eventually Yehoshua ben Gamla came and ordained 
that teachers of young children should be appointed in each district and 
town, and that children should enter school at the age of six or seven.

Abridged from Talmud Bavli, Bava Batra 21a

1. What is universal education? Why is it important? What is the alternative?

2. What does a “literature- sustained” religion mean? Why did this lead to universal 
education?

3. In the previous source Rambam claims that everyone has access to knowledge, and 
therefore power, in Judaism. Despite this, the Rabbinic leadership could have kept that 
power for themselves. How does this source prove they did not?
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Communities built around schools

The history of the Jews has been a history of communities built around 
schools. They are the key institutions because they convey learning. Greek 
civilization survived for five hundred years after the Roman conquest of 
the Greek city- states, because the Greeks, like the Jews, had developed 
academies and they could live around those academies. When the acade-
mies failed, Greek civilization disappeared. The Jewish people has never 
allowed its academies to fail.

Daniel J. Elazar, People and Polity, p. 489

1. According to this source what is the secret to Jewish continuity?

2. Which Jewish academies is this source referring to? What is learnt in these academies? 
Do they still exist today?

3. How have the Jewish people managed to ensure its academies have never failed? 

Non- Jewish testimony

A twelfth century Christian monk wrote the following in one of his commentaries, 
in an age when most of Europe was illiterate:

The Jews, out of their zeal for God and their love of the Law, put as many 
sons as they have to letters, that each may understand God’s Law . . . A Jew, 
however poor, if he had ten sons, would put them all to letters, not for gain, 
as the Christians do, but for the understanding of God’s Law; and not only 
his sons but his daughters. 

B. Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages, p. 78

1. According to this source, what is the motivation for Jewish parents to educate their 
children?

2. Why is it important to understand God’s laws in order to keep them? 

3. Why do you think the source specifically mentions daughters as well as sons? Do you 
think this was controversial in the 12th century? Is it controversial today?
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Jewish Education in the Shtetl

From infancy the boy is guided and prodded towards scholarship. In the 
cradle he will listen to his mother’s lullabies: “Sleep soundly at night and 
learn Torah by day / And thou’lt be a Rabbi when I have grown grey.” The 
most important item in the family budget is the tuition fee that must be paid 
each term to the teacher of the younger boy’s school. “Parents will bend 
the sky to educate their son.” The mother, who has charge of household 
accounts, will cut the family food costs to the limit if necessary, in order to 
pay for her sons’ schooling. If the worst comes to the worst, she will pawn 
her cherished pearls in order to pay for the school term. The boy must 
study, the boy must become a good Jew – for her, the two are synonymous.

Mark Zborowski and Elizabeth Herzog, Life is with People, p. 85–87

1. Do you think education is really the most important item in the family budget?

2. Do you think the money spent on your Jewish education is an important use of 
resources?

3. What message are parents (both in the shtetl and today) sending their children by 
dedicating their finances to their children’s Jewish education?

Share your analysis: Come together as a class, and share your thesis on how the Jewish 
people earned the reputation and title of the “People of the Book.” Support your thesis with 
examples from your own life and community.

Frontal teaching: Facilitate a class discussion on the texts based on the students’ answers.

Core idea: Jews have always had an obsession with education, making profound sacrifices 
to ensure their children receive the education they need to guarantee Jewish continuity. 
The Jewish people instituted universal education for all children thousands of years 
before this became the norm in the rest of the world. They have been a unique model in 
this respect, building their communities primarily around educational institutions. The 
following are some ideas you may wish to discuss with your students:

 − Is Jewish continuity at risk today? If so, why? Has it always been?
 − How has universal education guaranteed Jewish continuity?
 − Where did the Jewish obsession with education come from? Is it just a smart strat-

egy to achieve continuity or does it go even deeper than that?
 − How does universal education lead to the democratization of knowledge (and to 

some extent power in Jewish society)?
 − Are all these ideas relevant in contemporary times, in the lives of your students 

today? Do their parents make sacrifices for their Jewish education? Is that because 
of Jewish continuity or something else? Is there universal Jewish education today?
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Torah and Chochma
Chavruta text analysis: In the same chavrutot (or you could mix them up), ask the students 
to read through the two mishnayot from Pirkei Avot and to answer the guided questions 
that follow them.

 Now that we have seen the value and beauty of Torah learning and the impact it has had on 
the Jewish people, let’s consider the role of secular learning and wisdom in our lives. 

Analysis in Chavruta: Read the texts below from Pirkei Avot, with your chavruta. Use the 
guided questions to help you unlock the meaning of each mishna.

 
Rabbi Yaakov said: One who walks on the road while reviewing [learning 
Torah] and interrupts his review and exclaims: “How beautiful is this tree 
and how beautiful is this plowed field” Scripture considers it as if he bears 
guilt for his soul.

Mishna Avot 3:7

 
Ben Bag- Bag said: Turn it [the Torah] over and over, for everything is in 
it. Reflect on it, grow old and gray in it and do not stir from it, for there is 
no better standard of conduct for you than this.

Mishna Avot 5:22

1. “Bears guilt for his soul” means he deserves the death penalty. Although in practice it is 
not a capital crime it is considered on an equal level. What has he done that is so sinful?

2. Is admiring the beauty of the world a good thing? Couldn’t that be a positive religious 
experience in itself? If that is true, then why is Rabbi Yaakov so against what this man 
has done?

3. What can we conclude about Rabbi Yaakov’s approach to secular learning?

4. But why? Perhaps Ben Bag Bag can explain why we should only be learning Torah. What 
does he say about the Torah?

5. Do you agree? Do you think that everything we could learn from the world to serve 
Hashem can be found in the Torah? 
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Frontal teaching: Bring the class together to summarize the teachings of the mishnayot. 
From a plain reading of the text it would seem that Torah learning is the ultimate value 
to the exclusion of all other sources of knowledge, even if they could be considered 
religiously inspiring. 

You may wish to point out the aggadic nature of Pirkei Avot – that these are not norma-
tive texts with universal applicability but rather reflect the philosophical approach of 
their authors, and are open to interpretation. In fact, the first mishna, Avot 3:7, will be 
reconsidered at the end of this section, and reinterpreted with the help of Rav Kook.

Analysis in Chavruta: From these two sources it would seem that Rabbi Yaakov and Ben 
Bag Bag are very much against secular learning. But what does Rabbi Sacks think? With your 
chavruta read through the following four texts by Rabbi Sacks. Beneath each text is a list of 
core themes. Group these themes into two separate lists. When your lists are complete, give 
each one a title and answer the Key Question for each text.

Chavruta text analysis: In the same chavrutot (or you could mix them up), ask the students 
to read through these quotes from the book Future Tense. In this chapter, Rabbi Sacks 
succinctly presents his approach to the religious imperative to learn secular studies. (He 
develops this and many other issues surrounding science and Torah in another book 
entitled The Great Partnership.)

Your students are tasked with forming two lists of the core terms found after each text. 
At the end of all four texts their two lists will be complete and they can consider a title 
for each list. They should also discuss and answer the key- questions that follow each text.
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[T]he structure of the Hebrew Bible is unusual and significant. Its subject is 
the people of Israel, the descendants of Avraham and Sarah. Yet the Torah 
does not start with Avraham. It begins instead with universal archetypes of 
humanity as a whole. We read about Adam and Chava, Kayin and Hevel, 
Noach and the Flood, Bavel and its builders. None of these is a Jew, a 
Hebrew, an Israelite. They are us in our universality: temptation and sin, 
sibling rivalry and violence, hubris and the desire for godlike powers. Only 
after this prologue does the Torah narrow its focus to one man, one family, 
eventually one nation and its highly specific destiny. 

The Torah is a particular text, but it begins with the universals of the human 
condition . . .  

What is absolutely clear is that Bereishit tells the story not of one 
covenant, but of two. The first, with Noach after the flood (Bereishit 9), 
applies to all humanity. The second, with Avraham and his descendants 
(Bereishit 17), does not. It is the covenant of one people, the people with 
whom God, many centuries later at Mount Sinai, makes a more highly 
articulated Covenant of Sinai with its 613 commands. 

Judaism is built on a dual structure. It has a universal dimension and 
particularistic one, neither of which negates the other. God has a general 
relationship with all humanity and a particular relationship with the Chil-
dren of Israel. Rabbi Akiva expressed this, simply and beautifully, in his 
statement in Pirkei Avot: “Beloved is humanity, for it was created in God’s 
image . . . Beloved are Israel for they are called God’s children” (3:14).

Future Tense, p. 211–212

Core Themes:

Brit Noach (the covenant between God and Noach)

God’s particular relationship with the Children of Israel

Universal human condition (the things that make all humans the same)

Brit Avraham (the covenant between God and Avraham)

Universal dimension of Judaism (ontology – the nature of being)

Torah as a particular text (connected to a particular people)

God’s general relationship with all of humanity

Particularistic dimension of Judaism (One of Judaism’s two approaches to ontology – 
the nature of being)

Key Question: 
Why does Judaism, the particular religion of a particular people, have a universal 
dimension?
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Rambam articulated thirteen principles of faith. Rabbi Shimon ben 
Tzemach Duran reduced them to three, which Franz Rosenzweig called 
creation, revelation, and redemption. The relationship between God and 
the universe is creation: the work of God. Between God and humanity it 
is revelation: the word of God. When we apply revelation to creation, the 
word of God to the work of God, the result is redemption.

We can now define the difference between Elokim and Hashem. Elokim 
is God in creation. The entire creation narrative of Bereishit 1:1–2:3 is con-
structed around the name Elokim. It is Elokim who made the universe and 
all it contains, Elokim who spoke and brought the world into being, Elokim 
who said, “Let us make man in our image after our likeness.” Elokim is the 
God of space, the stars and the planets, the God of life and the human 
genome, the God of nature and science, the God of Newton and Einstein.

When it comes to revelation, the word the Torah uses is Hashem. It was 
Hashem who warned Kayin against sin, who summoned Noach to enter the 
ark, who called to Avraham, telling him to leave his land, his birthplace, and 
his father’s house, Hashem who promised him children and a land, Hashem 
who spoke to Moshe at the burning bush, who rescued his people from 
Egypt, who made a covenant with them at Mount Sinai, who gave them 
the Ten Commandments and the laws of life.

Future Tense, p. 217–218

Core Themes:

Creation (the universe)

Revelation (when God “reveals” Himself to us through His word)

Elokim (the generic term/name for God in Hebrew)

Hashem (Literally “the Name”. This is the way we refer in Hebrew to the proper name of 
God – the four Hebrew letters usually transliterated YHWH and known in Greek as the 
tetragrammaton)

Key Question: 
According to Rabbi Sacks, how do we achieve Redemption (the world in a state 
redeemed – changed for the better)? Can you give a practical example?
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So we have a dual ontology, two modes of being. But Judaism also recog-
nizes a dual epistemology. There are two ways of knowing. One is called 
chochma, ‘wisdom’, the other is Torah, ‘teaching, instruction, law, guidance’. 
The difference was stated clearly by the sages: “If you are told that there is 
wisdom among the nations believe it. If you are told there is Torah among 
the nations, do not believe it” (Midrash Rabbah Eicha 17).

We can now state the difference between the two modes of knowledge. 
Chochma is the truth we discover; Torah is the truth we inherit. Chochma 
is the universal heritage of humankind; Torah is the specific heritage of 
Israel. Chochma is what we attain by being in the image of God; Torah is 
what guides Jews as the people of God. Chochma is acquired by seeing and 
reasoning; Torah is received by listening and responding. Chochma tells 
us what is; Torah tells us what ought to be. Chochma is about facts; Torah 
is about commands. Chochma yields descriptive, scientific laws; Torah 
yields prescriptive, behavioral laws. Chochma is about creation; Torah is 
about revelation . . .  

We can now state the following. Chochma has an honorable place 
within the Jewish worldview. It has religious dignity. It is the gift of God. 
It is available to everyone, because everyone is in the image of God. We 
can also hazard the following definition: chochma is what allows us to 
understand the world as God’s work (science) and the human person as 
his image (the humanities). 

Future Tense, p. 219–222

Core Themes:

Chochma (Wisdom. One of Judaism’s two approaches to epistemology – the nature of 
knowing)

Torah (One of Judaism’s two approaches to epistemology – the nature of knowing)

The truth we discover by seeing and reasoning

The truth we inherit by listening and responding

The universal heritage of humankind

The specific heritage of Israel

What is

What ought to be

Key Question: 
How does Rabbi Sacks disagree with Ben Bag Bag (Mishna Avot 5:22)? Is this a 
problem?
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Without Torah we cannot understand the Jewish story. But without 
chochma we cannot understand the human story. As I put it above, there 
are three elements of Jewish faith: creation, revelation and redemption. 
Creation is God’s relationship with the universe. Revelation is God’s rela-
tionship with us. Redemption is what happens when we apply revelation 
to creation, when we apply God’s word to God’s world. We cannot apply 
Torah to the world unless we understand the world. Without an understanding 
of creation, we will fail to bring about redemption.

Future Tense, p. 226

Core Themes:

The Jewish Story

The human story

Key Question: 
Why should we learn Chochma? 

Frontal teaching: Ask each of the chavrutot to share their titles for the two lists, and 
choose the best one for your own list on the board. Then ensure that everyone placed 
all the core- terms in the correct lists. Suggested titles for the lists could be: Universal and 
Particular; Chochma and Torah; Humanity and Jewish People.

The lists:

Brit Noach

Universal dimension of 
Judaism 

Universal human condition 

God’s general relationship 
with all of humanity

Creation 

Elokim 

Chochma 

The truth we discover by 
seeing and reasoning

The universal heritage of 
humankind

What is

The human story 

Brit Avraham 

Particularistic dimension of 
Judaism 

Torah as a particular text 

God’s particular relationship 
with the Children of Israel

Revelation 

Hashem 

Torah 

The truth we inherit by 
listening and responding

The specific heritage of Israel 

What ought to be

The Jewish Story
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Share your analysis: Come together as a class, and share your answers to the key questions. 
Now let’s revisit the Mishna from Pirkei Avot with which we started this section. Is there 
another way to read it that fits in with Rabbi Sacks’ approach to studying chochma? (Clue: Rav 
Kook says the important word in the Mishna that explains the man’s sin is the word “interrupts” 
(.[מפסיק]

 

Rabbi Yaakov said: One who walks on the road while reviewing [learning 
Torah] and interrupts his review and exclaims: “How beautiful is this tree 
and how beautiful is this plowed field” Scripture considers it as if he bears 
guilt for his soul.

Mishna Avot 3:7

Frontal teaching: Rabbi Sacks’ approach to learning chochma is that it is a vital religious 
imperative in order to be able to apply Revelation (Torah) to Creation (chochma) and 
thus to achieve Redemption. To do this, you must understand the world, God’s creation. 

While this does seem to disagree with Ben Bag Bag in Avot 5:22 (it is important to point 
out that disagreeing with a philosophical point in Pirkei Avot is not necessarily a problem, 
as they are not normative texts, and in fact mishnayot within Pirkei Avot often disagree 
and contradict each other), a rereading of Avot 3:7 with the help of Rav Kook will solve 
the contradiction between Rabbi Yaakov in the mishna and Rabbi Sacks’ approach. Rav 
Kook focused on the word מפסיק – interrupts. If examining Creation (nature, science, 
etc.) is considered an interruption from your Torah study, completely separate, and a 
totally secular pursuit, then this is a grave mistake. But if you look at nature as a source 
for inspiration and a religious imperative in itself, then this is in fact the ideal.
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The Assignment
Final Thoughts: The following text by Rabbi Sacks summarizes the lessons and concepts we 
have been studying in this unit:

The secret of Jewish continuity

The Israelites, slaves in Egypt for more than two hundred years, were about 
to go free . . . On the brink of their release Moshe, the leader of the Jews, 
gathered them together and prepared to address them. He might have 
spoken about freedom. He could have given a stirring address about the 
promised land to which they were traveling, the “land flowing with milk 
and honey.” Or he might have prepared them for the journey that lay ahead, 
the long march across the wilderness. 

Instead . . . he spoke about children and the distant future, and the duty 
to pass on memory to generations yet unborn . . . About to gain their free-
dom, the Israelites were told that they had to become a nation of educators.

Freedom, Moshe suggested, is won, not on the battlefield, nor in the 
political arena, but in the human imagination and will. To defend a land 
you need an army. But to defend freedom you need education. You need 
families and schools to ensure that your ideals are passed on to the next 
generation, and never lost, or despaired of, or obscured. The citadels of lib-
erty are houses of study. Its heroes are teachers, its passion is education and 
the life of the mind. Moshe realized that a people achieves immortality not 
by building temples or mausoleums, but by engraving their values on the 
hearts of their children, and they on theirs, and so on until the end of time. 

The Israelites built living monuments – monuments to life – and 
became a people dedicated to bringing new generations into being, and 
handing on to them the heritage of the past. Their great institutions were 
the family and education via the conversation between the generations. In 
place of temples they built houses of prayer and study. In place of stones 
they had words and teachings . . . In that counter- intuitive reversal they 
discovered the secret of eternity.

A Letter in the Scroll, p. 31–33

 In this unit we have explored how the Jewish people have been molded into the “People of 
the Book” by their passionate commitment to education. This last quote from Rabbi Sacks 
beautifully and dramatically expresses the role of education in our religion, culture, and history. 
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Part 1: Working in small groups allocated by your teacher, create a visual representation of 
the descriptions found in this text. You may choose any form of visual arts (painting/drawing, 
animation, Power Point Presentation, etc.) to create your visual representation. 

Part 2: For bonus points, prepare a list of questions for Rabbi Sacks on any of the topics 
we have studied in this unit. Send your questions to your teacher, who will forward a 
number of insightful questions from the class to Rabbi Sacks. Rabbi Sacks will respond 
to a selection of the questions he receives for each unit from students around the world. 
Visit www.RabbiSacks.org/TenPaths to see his responses.

Project Based Learning: This assignment asks the students to express the ideas they 
have explored in this unit in a creative way using the visual arts. The words of Rabbi 
Sacks in the Final Thoughts powerfully summarize the ideas of the unit, and should be 
the focus of the project.

You may wish to arrange an exhibition of the students’ artwork, and to invite VIP visitors 
from the school community to the exhibition. 
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